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How does immigration impact social trust and
altruism?

Julie Hassing Nielsen, Post.doc, University of Copenhagen

April 6, 2017

Abstract: How does a mass event of sexual assaults committed by immi-
grants impact the general level of social trust and altruism? This manuscript
explores the extent to which the 2016 New Year’s Eve sexual assaults (NYSA)
in the city of Cologne affected the level of social trust and altruism in Germany.
Using unique survey data from the German Internet Panel, Wave 21, which was
collected both during and after the NYSA generated an international outcry,
I use matching methods to estimate the causal effect of the NYSA on the lev-
els of social trust and altruism in Germany and in Nordrhein-Westfalen, where
Cologne is situated. Despite theoretical and empirical suggestions that indeed
social trust and altruism would be negatively impacted by such mass event, I
find no evidence that the NYSA significantly caused the erosion of social trust
in neither Germany nor in Nordrhein-Westfalen. Altruism is measured with
three different parameters. Only general altruism (i.e. how willing one is to
help other people without receiving any counter favor) changes significantly due
to the NYSA. However, instead of respondents becoming less altruistic, as most
theories would predict, individuals expose more general altruism in the period
after the NYSA. Notwithstanding, this is only a finding we observe in Germany
in general and not in Nordrhein-Westfalen.This way, this manuscript sheds light
on how salient events related to the consequences of mass immigration impact
levels of social trust and altruism. The results suggest that the levels of social
trust and altruism are not easily shattered despite a severe incidence of sexual
assaults and extensive negative media attention on the phenomena.

1

1 Introduction
How does a massive sexually motivated assault committed by an immigrant
population impact societal social trust and altruism? During the 2015-2016
New Year’s Eve celebrations in the streets of Germany, a massive amount of
sexual assaults, encompassing several reported rapes and numerous thefts, were

1Author: Julie Hassing Nielsen, Post.doc, Department of Political Science, Oester
Farimagsgade 5, Opg. E, 1353 Copenhagen. Email: Jhn@ifs.ku.dk
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reported, particularly in the cities of Cologne and Hamburg. In total, a leaked
document published in Washington Post estimated that around 1200 women
were sexually assaulted, while the perpetrator group consisted of at least 2000
men of Arab or North African origin. 2

The NYSA sparked an international outcry. In domestic and international
media outlets, the NYSA initiated a strong debate about women’s rights in a
culturally heterogeneous society, the sustainability of German (and European)
asylum and immigration policies, and whether the cultural differences between
the North African and Middle Eastern immigrant population and the European
culture were too broad.

Mass immigration and its consequences is one of the most salient questions
in global politics and, in particular, in the European Union these years. In
Europe, anti-immigrant attitudes have been linked to skepticism towards EU
integration (e.g. Azrout et al, 2011; De Vreese et al, 2008; McLaren, 2007),
while the increasing influx of refugees from particularly war-torn Syria and
Northern Africa has given rise to populist right-wing parties in many European
countries (e.g. Bohman and Hjerm, 2015). The European migrant crisis started
in 2015. While the migrants mainly came through the Mediterranean borders
of Italy and Greece, many had Germany or Sweden as their main destinations.
Consequently, the German Chancellor Angela Merkel adapted an “open-door”
policy to asylum seekers, which became heavily disputed also prior the NYSA
events. 3

The police response to the NYSA was slow. Circulating rumors about a
potential terrorist attack at the main train station in Münich diverted focus
away from the NYSA immediately after the incidence, while the local police
simultaneously was slow to respond to the events. As a result, the NYSA was
not reported in national media for days after the assault. While some pundits
and media outlets suggest that the police deliberately kept the mass assaults
out of the public eye in order not to stir any anti-immigration sentiments 4 , the
anger on social media covering the story eventually made it inevitable for the
broader press to discover and cover the assaults. Initially, the police in Cologne
reported the atmosphere on New Year’s Eve as ”playful” on twitter. However,
when the extent of the assault became known, the Cologne police came under
heavy criticism for its handling of the NYSA, and for its downplaying of the
incidence in the immediate aftermath. Consequently, the chief police office in
Cologne was removed on early retirement.

The NYSA mass assaults in Germany is a black swan in contemporary pol-
itics. A black swan is a theoretical metaphor that describes a surprising event,
which has a major societal impact but remain to a large extent an unpredictable
outlier in history (for more on the black swan Theory see Taleb, 2004; Taleb,
2007; Jervis, 2009). 5

2The Washington Post, ”Leaked document says 2,000 men allegedly assaulted 1,200 Ger-
man women on New Year’s Eve” by Rick Noack, 11 July 2016

3Die Spiegel, ”Merkel’s Grip on Refugee Crisis May Be Slipping”, October 2015
4The Local, ”Cover-up claim over NYE mass sexual assaults”, 4 January 2016
5New York Times, ”Learning to Expect the Unexpected” by Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, April
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A black swan resembles what in more empirical or methodological terms is
called a natural experiment (e.g. Dunning, 2008; Sekhon and Titiunik, 2012):
an exogenous unpredictable shock, which can be expected to have consequences
for democratically desirable characteristics such as levels of social trust and
altruism. While mass immigration to Germany from Northern Africa and the
Middle East had long been on the political agenda, it may be argued that the
NYSA was not entirely unpredictable. However, the NYSA, as I will show, came
as a vivid surprise both for German authorities and the media. The impact of
the NYSA as a black swan cannot be underestimated. As stated in a leader
in the international news magazine - the Economist - in the weeks after the
assaults when their final magnitude had become known:

”Four months ago, the body of three-year-old Aylan Kurdi washed up on
a beach in Turkey after he, his brother and his mother drowned while trying
to reach Greece. A photograph of Aylan quickly became the defining image of
the masses of refugees fleeing Syria’s civil war. The picture helped cement a
brief consensus that the Middle East migrants risking death to get to Europe
should be allowed in to apply for asylum. Angela Merkel, Germany’s chancellor,
announced that her country would accept asylum applications from any Syrians
who reached its borders. Much of Europe seemed on the verge of joining the
project (...). Now the events of New Year’s Eve in Cologne and other German
cities may have buried it for good (...). After Cologne, when Europeans think of
refugees, many no longer picture persecuted families or toddlers. Instead they
see menacing young men imbued with the sexism that is all too common across
the Middle East and north Africa (...)” 6

Episodes like NYSA are rare. Single unanticipated historic events that have
profound societal and political impact not only in the country where it is sit-
uated but also in the rest of the Western world. Furthermore, we are rarely
provided with the opportunity to explore the direct causal link between immi-
grant’s behavior/misbehavior and the impact on, for example, societal levels
of social trust and altruism. Ideally, to investigate this relationship, we would
apply an experimental design, where one group were allocated with the experi-
mental treatment (here being exposed to the NYSA), while another group were
not exposed to these events, enabling us to compare the levels of social trust, for
example, between the two groups. Fortunately, with the German Internet Panel,
Wave 21 (GIP21), we are in possession of data that resembles this methodolog-
ical setup. Using GIP21, which was collected between 1 January 2016 and 1
February 2016, we are able to identify the causal effect of the NYSA events on
levels of social trust and altruism in Germany in the immediate aftermath of
the events. The treatment variable is whether the respondents were interviewed
prior or after 3 January, which is the critical juncture where the NYSA became

8, 2004
6The Economist, ”To absorb newcomers peacefully, Europe must insist they respect values

such as tolerance and sexual equality”, January 16, 2016.
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broadly discussed and covered in the media, as I will show in this manuscript.
Here I explore how this unpredictable mass assault on women affected the av-

erage level of social trust and altruism in Germany and in Nordrhein-Westfalen,
where Cologne is situated. Social trust and altruism are important aspects to
investigate in the connection with assaults like the NYSA. Social trust is the lu-
bricate that facilitates cooperation between individuals (e.g. Fukuyama, 2001).
Trust is needed because our world has become increasingly interdependent on
cooperation, while simultanously social trust is increasingly necessary in con-
temporary society where anonymity and impersonality is growing (Sztompka,
1999). We can expect social trust to be challenged if enhanced immigration
leads to enhanced criminal acts associated with enhanced immigration like the
NYSA. Along similar lines, altruism is salient for particularly the welfare state to
function as altruistic behavior is characterized as being helpful without expect-
ing anything in return. Previous studies show that if immigration is perceived
as exploiting the welfare state, the support for the welfare state goes down (e.g.
Eger, 2009). While the NYSA is not a direct exploitation of the welfare state,
the assaults may be perceived as an exploitation of the openess of the receiving
society and culture, which includes gender equality.

Social trust is conceptualized as ”general trust in the unidentified other”,
while altruism is measured with three different survey items: Altruism (gen-
eral) taps how willing the respondents are to help other people in need without
self gain, while altruism (money) taps how much money out of 1000 Euro the
respondent is willing to donate to a charity cause. Lastly, altruism (engage-
ment) taps how much the respondents can identify with a person who fight
their whole life for a cause without getting anything in return. As I will show,
the three measures of altruism do not cover the same concept and do not corre-
late strongly. I elaborate more on this when deducing the hypotheses regarding
altruism.

This study sheds new light on key research questions regarding the impact
of mass-immigration in Europe in various ways. First, because the data was col-
lected both before and after the German population became aware of the NYSA,
we are in an unique possession of a true natural experiment, and, consequently,
we are able to establish the causal link between an independent major negative
event generated by an immigrant population and its affect on of social trust
and altruism. If the level of social trust and/or altruism is significantly higher
prior 4 January 2016, where the assaults were not yet known, compared to the
levels of social trust and altruism after 3 January 2016, where the NYSA be-
came broadly discussed, then we are able to place a direct causal arrow between
the NYSA and the evolution of the levels of social trust and altruism. This
way, the study not only overcomes the causal problem of identifying whether
individual assaults cause a decrease in social trust and/or altruism or vice versa,
it also sheds light on some of the potential long-term consequences associated
with mass immigration of heterogeneous cultures to Europe. Furthermore, this
study sheds light on the short-term impact on critical events linked to mass im-
migration. While we have several studies providing an insight into the long-term
effects of exposure to immigration (e.g. Dinesen and Soenderskov, 2015), we are
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only rarely provided with the opportunity to measure the impact of individual
events like the NYSA.

Since this natural experiment does not perfectly mimic random assignment of
treatment into treatment groups and control groups, which is the core of exper-
imental methodology, I use matching methods to pair each treated respondent
with a non-treated respondent with similar socio-demographic attributes. The
treatment group is here the group that was exposed to the NYSA prior answering
the survey questionnaire, tapping their level of social trust and altruism, while
the non-treated baseline group is the respondents interviewed prior the NYSA
events became publicly discussed. The findings suggest that the evolution of
social trust both in Germany in general and in Cologne more specifically is not
significantly impacted by the NYSA events. Similarly, both altruism (money)
and altruism (engagement) are not significantly impacted by the NYSA events.
However, I do find that altruism (general) is affected by the NYSA events. Yet,
not in the way, I initially predict. I find that the NYSA events actually increased
the levels of altruism significantly.

The manuscript proceeds as follows. First, I account for the theoretical and
empirical knowledge on what generates and affects social trust and altruism, in
particular in immigration research. I deduce three hypotheses on how I expect
the impact of the NYSA to play out concerning social trust and altruism. I then
briefly provide the historical context of the NYSA with particular focus on the
late news coverage and debate. I then account for the methods and data and
present the results. Lastly, I discuss how the findings of this manuscript might
alter our way of understanding the impact of a single assault in connection
with mass immigration and immigrant’s impact on society, despite the assaults’
apparent magnitude and impact at the time they are carried out.

2 What Previous Research Tells Us About Im-
migration’s Impacts on Social Trust and Al-
truism?

The focus on the impact of immigration to the Western world and particularly
to Europe has dramatically increased the past decades. And not without a
reason. While economic and political immigration from Africa and the Middle
East has steadily increased the past decades, the ongoing civil war in Syria has
rapidly enhanced the numbers of immigrants, encompassing refugees. According
to Eurostat, 3.8 million immigrated to one of the 28 EU Member States in 2014
alone (the figures also include intra-European immigration). Predominantly,
these immigrants took residence in Germany, where 884.900 immigrants settled
in 2014 (Eurostat, 2016). Consequently, a wealth of research studies focus on
the impact of immigration on salient societal variables like, for example, social
capital and social trust (e.g. Hooghe, Reeskens, Stolle and Trappers, 2009;
Nannestad, Svendsen, Dinesen and Soenderskov, 2014; Herreros and Criado,
2009). The consequence of immigration on social trust has been of particular
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interest, as it is salient for social cohesion in the society (e.g. Alesina and La
Ferrara, 2002).

However, the conclusions on the topic on the impact of social trust on im-
migration point in many directions. For example, Dinesen and Soenderskov
(2015) find that residential exposure to ethnic diversity reduces social trust,
while Lupo (2010) questions the negative effect of immigration on social cap-
ital (a concept, which includes social trust) if political legislators are able to
facilitate inclusion of different ethnic groups into the society through legislative
measures. Along the same lines, Kesler and Bloemraad (2010) show that indeed
immigration can have a negative effect on social trust and political engagement,
but that institutional arrangements, as Lupo (2010) also highlights, can remedy
this negative relationship. Kesler and Bloemraad (2010) emphasise, however,
that the strength of this negative relationship depends on the institutional as
well as the policy context. While we know from previous studies that institu-
tions rather than culture tend to matter for building long-term social trust (e.g.
Nannestad et al., 2014), we know less about how exogenous shocks in the politi-
cal context, such as the NYSA events, might affect levels of social trust amongst,
for example, the native population, which is here the German population. This
is what this manuscript investigates.

A few natural experiments exist measuring the impact of violent events on
political trust. Most find that the attacks from a foreign group like terrorist at-
tacks generate a “rally around the flag” effect. Dinesen and Jaeger (2013) find
that institutional trust increases after the 2004 Madrid bombings, while Laust-
sen et al (2016) show that after the 2015 Copenhagen shootings, outgroups were
surprisingly evaluated more positively after the event and that increased toler-
ance of low authoritarians drives the effect. Wollebaek et al. (2012) also find
a “rally effect” after the Utøya attack in Norway, and after the 9/11 attacks
in the USA, trust in government increased (Chanley, 2002) as did presidential
approval (Schubert et al., 2002), while Gates and Justesen (2016) show that
a surprising and violent attack by a rebel group in Mali left trust in the gov-
ernment unaffected, while responsibility mainly was attributed to the president
and less so the Parliament and local government. Lastly, Gates and Justesen
(2016) find that the effects are strongest in the geographical regions of the at-
tack. On the basis of this conclusion, I here test for regional effects by both
exploring the average German effect of the NYSA and the regional effect in
Nordrhein-Westfalen.

As the summarised literature review above suggests, there a many different
theories of the origins of social trust. Delhey and Newton (2003) identify a total
of six theories of the origins of social trust. These include the generation of
individual level of social trust, which may be a personality trait or dependent on
individual success and well-being. Other theories address the social or societal
level, focusing on the impact of voluntary organizations, social network, and
the community (for a more thorough summary of these six theories see Delhey
and Newton (2003), p. 101). Particularly, the latter theories are of interest
in this context. According to community theory, trust is dependent on the
characteristics of the local community, rather than the social network within
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it. The most vivid proponent of community theory is Robert Putman (2000),
who identifies that residents in small communities are more altruistic, honest
and trusting than others (Putnam, 2000: 205). However, according to the
community theory we can expect that negative events, such as the NYSA, would
be detrimental for social trust at the community or local level, like in Cologne,
where the main assaults took place, which would, due to the magnitude of
the NYSA, spill over to have a negative impact on social trust in the German
community overall.

Societal theory emphasizes that social trust is higher in societies with low
levels of social polarization. Here Knack and Keefer (1997), for example, con-
clude that social trust is low in societies characterized by high-income inequality
and ethnic heterogeneity (Knack and Keefer, 1997: 1282-1283). While Dinesen
and Soenderskov (2015) show that residential exposure to ethnic diversity re-
duces social trust. Additionally, Delhey and Newton (2003) show that social
trust tends to be higher among individuals that believe there are few severe
social conflicts in the society, and thus expose a strong sense of public safety.
Both the sense of absence of societal conflicts and a strong sense of public safety
must be assumed to be compromised by the NYSA events, where the German
police had severe problems addressing the magnitude of the assaults. Further-
more, Delhey and Newton (2003) find this to be true pattern in seven countries,
including Germany, which is the critical case here.

All studies above are cross-sectionary or based on register-data and show
the consequences of long-term effect of exposure to immigration. But what
about the effect of a major single and unanticipated event like the NYSA? The
theories of ingroups and outgroups can help us to understand how a single
salient immigration-related event may impact salient societal features like so-
cial trust and altruism. One of these theories are conflict theory, which posits
that out-group interaction, for example between two cultures like the German
culture of gender equality and the more conservative immigrant perception of
women’s rights, will lead to more competitive and hostile behavior between the
two groups in times of scarce resources (e.g., Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958; Boyd
and Richerson 1985; Tajfel 1982). Conflict theory helps us predict how individ-
uals might behave in times of crisis where one culture meets another. It is a
part of social psychology intergroup theory, focusing on individual and group
behavior. Because the NYSA is a single negative event mainly taking place
between two cultures (i.e. the German and the immigrant population), conflict
theory would predict the events to have a negative impact on the outgroup per-
ception (i.e. the Germans perception of the immigrant population), resulting in
less social trust and altruism.

Hence, on the basis of the empirical findings cited above as well as relying on
the causal mechanisms explained in the societal theories of social trust and con-
flict theory, I expect that the NYSA, encompassing a strong element of societal
conflict and sexually motivated aggression, had a significantly negative effect on
social trust in Germany, and in particular in Cologne, where the majority of the
assaults took place.
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H1: The NYSA impacts social trust negatively in Germany

Altruism is less studied than social trust in connection to immigration and
ethic heterogeneity. Altruism is here conceptualized as”(...) the behavior that
benefits another organism, not closely related, while being apparently detrimen-
tal to the organism performing the behavior, benefit and detriment being defined
in terms of contribution to inclusive fitness” (Trivers, 1971: 35). In brief, al-
truistic behavior is behavior that benefits another individual (known as well as
unknown) with some sacrifice and no obvious gain for the individual engaging
in the altruistic behavior. Based on this conceptualisation, altruism has been
closely linked to the support for welfare state redistribution in research. Wel-
fare state redistribution relies on each individual’s willingness to donate to the
common good without necessarily benefitting from the donation themselves.

Previous studies show that immigration might undermine social solidarity
and/or the altruistic willingness to help other citizen, and, hence, immigration
might increase the costs of redistribution in the welfare state. This way im-
migration as such might undermine the crucial foundation of public support
underlying the existing welfare regime, and increase hostility towards the im-
migrants that are perceived as exploiting it (e.g. Burgoon, 2014: 365). In sum,
immigration may be detrimental to altruism. This assumption is backed empir-
ically. In a European context, Eger (2009) shows that immigration has reduced
support for the Swedish welfare state, while more recent studies in Germany
point in the same direction, showing that native-born Germans become more
reluctant to support welfare state redistribution when the proportion of immi-
grants at the regional level increases. This effect is particularly strong in the
initial phase of mass immigration waves, while the effect is being moderated by
the economic context, including the unemployment rate (Schmidt-Catran et al.,
2016).

Altruism in this context is measured using three survey items. Altruism gen-
eral, money and engagement. While these components have the same lable, they
measure different things. As I will later show, they are also only weakly corre-
lated. Altruism general referes to how willing the respondents are to help others
without getting anything in return. Altruism money taps how much money the
respondent is willing to spend on charity, while altruism engagement measures
how much understanding the respondent has for people that devote their whole
life to one cause they do not profit from themselves. While I include all three
measures of altruism in this manuscript, I expect the NYSA to impact them
differently according to their relevance to the NYSA. More precisely, I expect
altruism general to be mostly affected as this survey item taps respondents will-
ingness to help others without getting anything in return. These others could
both be outgroups of immigrants or women in need to protection from assaults
like the NYSA, and, depending on which group the respondents think of when
answering the question. We do not know that and, hence, altruism general can
both be expected to be positive, if the respondents think of the women in need
of help at New Year’s Eve or it can be expected to be negative if they think of
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the immigrants commiting the assaults. We do not know which ”victim group”
respondents associate with the survey items tapping altruism general, and thus
I here rely on the more general theories and other empirical studies showing
that enhanced immigration has an overall negative impact on altruism. Altru-
ism money and altruism engagement both tap different aspects of altruism than
altruism general. I expect people’s willingness to donate money to charity and
understanding for people who devote their lives to charity is less affected by the
NYSA because it does not address the respondents willingness to help in the
immediate situation but more refers to charity.

We do not possess similarly elaborated theoretical frameworks for altruism
in connection to multi-cultural heterogenous societies and mass immigration as
we do for social trust. However, based on the empirical findings above, I do
expect that also altruism general in particular is negatively impacted by the
NYSA events, and altruism money and engagement less so.

H2: The NYSA impacts altruism negatively in Germany

Lastly, I explore both the impact of NYSA in Germany in general and in
Nordrhein-Westfalen, where Cologne is situated, separately. I do so because I
expect geographical proximity to the event plays a role. As suggested elsewhere,
individuals evaluate various aspects of immigrants on whether immigrants are a
personal or sociotropic threat. A sociotropic threat is an aggregate-level concern
that immigration might harm the society in more general terms by affecting,
for example, collective identity and the country’s political foundation. A per-
sonal threat is an individual-level concern about the risk of immigration when
it comes to ones personal life or immediate geographical proximity (Stevens and
Vaughan-Williams, 2016; Erisen and Ketmen-Cin, 2016:3 ). I expect that in-
dividuals living in Nordrhein-Westfalen and thus close to the NYSA assaults
will have an increased tendency to both associate the NYSA with a sociotropic
and personal threat, whereas individuals not experiencing the NYSA events up
close will have a less personal perception of the immigration threat. They might,
notwithstanding, still possess a sociotropic threat perception oriented towards
the immigrant population. In sum, I expect individuals in the close geograph-
ical proximity of the NYSA to have enhanced risk to perceive immigration as
a threat vis-a-vis individuals that live in other German states. To support this
expectation, we know from previous studies adapting the same quasi experimen-
tal design as the one here explored that the effect of violent attacks on political
trust is strongest amongst the respondents living in the region of the attack
(Gates and Justesen, 2016).

H3: The NYSA impacts altruism and social more in Nordrhein-Westfalen
than in Germany in general
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3 Context: The Incidence of New Year’s Eve
2016 in Cologne and Hamburg

During the 2016 New Year’s celebrations, hundreds of sexual assaults and nu-
merous thefts were reported in Germany, particularly the major cities of Cologne
and Hamburg. But the assaults - here abbreviated as NYSA - also took place
to a lesser extent in cities like Frankfurt, Stuttgart and Bielefeld. The Ger-
man federal police later labeled the phenomenon ”group sexual harasshment in
streets”. Some of the assaults were organized. However, it remains unclear to
what extent the NYSA overall was an organized event. While the police reports
remain confidential, a leaked document published in the Washington Post es-
timated 1200 women were sexually assaulted by at least 2000 men of mainly
Northern African and Middle Eastern origin. 7

Like in most Western democracies, immigration, particularly from the Mus-
lim part of the world, has long been on the top of the political agenda in Ger-
many (e.g. Erisen and Kentmen-Cin, 2016). While Germany became known for
its ”open-door policy” during the 2015 immigration crisis, the German Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel also received heavy criticism, both nationally and inter-
nationally, for her open approach to the immigration waves. 8 The NYSA was
such a severe event that the German Parliament immediately, in the light of
the assaults, initiated discussions about harder punishments for sexual assaults
and unanimously passed tougher laws on sex offenses later that year, making
any form of non-consensual sexual contact a crime and easing the deportation
procedure for migrants involved in sex assaults. 9

The NYSA was not the first incident of ciminality committed by immigrants
that outraged Germany.Throughout 2015 when the refugee and immigrant num-
bers increased, reports in the media showed that to a certain extent the police
struggled with criminality associated with enhanced immigration. 10 Neverthe-
less, the NYSA assaults were the first unanticipated large-scale assault. As I
will argue below, the NYSA can be seen as a natural experiment due to its un-
preceded large-scale characteristics. The fact that Muslim immigration is salient
in German politics is also shown in research. Experimental research on Ger-
mans’ attitude towards immigration shows, for example, that indeed a Muslim
cue tend to increase political intolerance in Germany (Erisen and Kentmen-Cin,
2016).

These events and findings are reiterated here to show that indeed the context,
in which the NYSA took place, was already heavily politicized when it came
to the potential cultural challenges of mass immigration. While the context is
salient for the study, the basic assumption of a natural experimental design here
applied is that the context is less relevant as both the treatment group and the

7The Washington Post: Leaked document says 2,000 men allegedly assaulted 1,200 German
women on New Year’s Eve by Rick Noack, 11 July 2016

8Die Spiegel, October 2015, ”Merkel’s Grip on Refugee Crisis May Be Slipping”
9Reuters, 7 July 2016 ”No means no: Germany toughens sex crime laws in light of Cologne

attacks”
10Welt N24, Polizei kapituliert vor kriminellen Flüchtlingskindern, 30 November 2014
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non-treated baseline group are both exposed to the context. Thereby, we are
able to hold the context constant in the equation when comparing the mean of
social trust and altruism between the two groups.

4 Descriptive Statistics and Data
As mentioned, the NYSA was not reported in the national or international me-
dia for days after the event. The German Internet Panel, Wave 21, (GIP21)
was conducted between 1 January 2016 and 1 February 2016. While the actual
survey was collected after the NYSA, the fact that the NYSA went largely un-
known in the broader public at least until a few days after the assaults provides
us with a natural experimental design. The GIP is a longitudinal panel survey
of the Collaborative Research Center ”Political Economy of Reforms”, which is
an infrastructure project under University of Mannheim that collects data on
individual attitudes and preferences relevant in political and economic decision-
making processes. The GIP conducts online survey and is based on a probabil-
ity sample of the general population in Germany aged 16 to 75. Initial samples
are drawn by means of strict random probability methods. Recruitment was
conducted offline with face-to-face interviews, during which respondents were
interviewed to the online panel. 11

A natural experiment resembles a controlled experiment, known from, for
example, medical research. An experiment has three hallmarks. First, causal
inference is drawn from comparing the response of a group of subjects exposed
to an experimental treatment with the response of another group of respondents
that (most often) has not been exposed to a treatment. Second, the assignment
of subjects to treatment and control group has been randomized. Third, the
treatment manipulation (i.e. the allocation of the treatment) is under control
of the experimenter (Dunning, 2008).

Unlike true experiments, the data from natural experiments report on nat-
urally occurring phenomena (i.e. a natural allocation of experimental treat-
ments). This way, natural experiments are based on observational data, making
it harder to establish that indeed the randomization into treatment and control
group was random. That is also why the randomization process for natural
experiments is labeled “as if“ random. Furthermore, with natural experiments
it is harder to establish that indeed the treatment manipulation (here the news
and knowledge about the NYSA events) was allocated to the subjects in the
treatment group, because the treatment allocation is not under the control of
the experimenter (e.g. Dunning, 2008; Sekhon and Titiunik, 2012).

In brief, there are two methodological concerns in connection to the natural
experimental research design here presented. First, we need to firmly establish
that indeed it was the case that the public interest in Germany and globally
about the NYSA did indeed increase at a particular point in time, and, thus,

11for more on the data see www.uni-mannheim.de
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provides us with an untreated baseline group of respondents that were ignorant
about the NYSA and a treatment group of respondents that indeed did receive
the extensive news coverage and following discussion about the NYSA. Second,
as the randomization process, determining which respondents received the treat-
ment of NYSA and which did not, was out of the hands of the experimentalist,
it is harder to establish that no un-observables can be accountable for a poten-
tial difference in social trust and altruism between the untreated baseline group
and the treatment group. Therefore, I do not only report the average treatment
effect of the treated (it will be explained later). I also conduct the analysis
using propensity score matching (PSM) on salient observables to ensure the two
groups are as similar as possible.

Yet, before we can say that the NYSA was a critical event, which may
have formed many peoples’ opinions about immigration and may have reduced
social trust and altruism, we need to show that indeed the broader public both
in Germany and internationally only became aware of the assaults and the
magnitude of the assaults in the days following New Year’s Eve. In brief, we
need to establish that in the used survey we have a non-treated baseline group
that did not know about the extent of the NYSA atrocities in the immediate
days after New Year’s Eve. Furthermore, we need to establish the exact point
in time where the NYSA news broke through with massive media coverage
and debate about the pitfalls of multi-cultural societies (i.e. when the NYSA
treatment manipulation was allocated, to speak in experimental language).

One way to establish at what time the majority of the German population
received the news and information about the NYSA is by looking at the evolution
of Google searches in the period. One of the first things most of us do when
receiving news about major events or assaults like the NYSA is to google the
topic for more information and for more news sources. Longitudinal Google
search statistics is available at Google Insights. Here we are provided with the
search interest for a particular topic over time. The figures provided by Google
Insights represent the search interest in relation to the highest point in the
diagram at a particular time and in a particular geographical area. A value of
100 on the diagram provides the highest popularity in the investigated period,
whereas a value of 50 is half the interest for the search term, while a 0 in the
diagram means that the search term was less than 1 pct. popular than when the
result was 100. In brief, Google Insights provides us with the relative Google
search interest over time for a particular topic or search term.

We are interested in seeing when the NYSA became popular search terms
as a proxy for when the broader public became aware of the events, or - in nat-
ural experimental terms - the German public was exposed to the experimental
treatment of a sexually motivated assault conducted mainly by an immigrant
population. Figure 1 and 2 below show the record of Google searches. Figure
1 shows google searches on the search terms: ”Köln Übergriffe” in German and
”Cologne assaults” in English between 1 December 2015 and 1 July 2016. As
seen, the search interested in that particular period rapidly rose around 1 of
January 2016. While Figure 1 indeed shows us that Google searches do predict
certain world events like the NYSA, it does not provide us with the precise
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dates around the cutting date for this natural experiment between the non-
treated group and the treatment group. Figure 2 shows the same figures but
for a shorter time span. Here we are able to identify which particular dates
the interest in the search terms dramatically increased. As seen, the interest in
the search terms ”Köln Übergriffe” rapidly increased on 4 January where it was
less than 10 on 3 January 2016. The international search on ”Cologne assaults”
rapidly started to increase around one day later around January 5, 2016. I did a
similar robustness check for US on similar searches (figures are not reported in
this manuscript), which revealed the same trends as seen in Figure 2. Hence, on
this basis, it is reasonable to expect that respondents that were interviewed on
3 January 2016 or before in the GIP21 had not heard about the NYSA, while
those being interviewed on January 4, 2016, or later had been exposed to the
massive media coverage of the NYSA as well as the political discussions follow-
ing the assaults. In brief, the group of respondents interviewed on 3 January or
prior is our untreated baseline group and those interviewed on 4 January and
after is the group that received the experimental manipulation of the NYSA
events.
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Figure 1: Google searches on "Cologne and assaults" and "Köln 
Übergriffe": December 2015 - July 2017

Google search "Cologne assaults" (world) Google search "Köln Übergriffe" (Germany)
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Figure 2: Google searches on "Cologne Assaults" and "Köln 
Übergriffe": 

31 December 2015 - 9 January 2016

Google search "Cologne assaults" (world) Google search "Köln Übergriffe" (Germany)



To support the findings of the Google search results, I also did a media search
on Factiva. Factiva is a global media search machine, which covers most of the
international press. 12 Like with the Google searches, I did both an international
search on the media coverage as well as a German specific language search. For
the international search, I used the free search terms: Cologne ”and” assaults.
For the German Factiva search, I used the terms: Köln ”and” Übergriffe. I
included all media sources available at Factiva for both the English and the
German searches, which includes all publications, web news, blogs, pictures and
other kinds of multimedia. For the search results, I included the period 30
December 2015 to the 10 January 2016. The results are below in Figure 3.

As seen in Figure 3, we find the same patterns for the media coverage of the
NYSA as we saw when exploring the Google searches. While the period prior
4 January 2016 does not have any media coverage echoing the terms “Cologne
and assaults”, we witness a dramatic increase on the 4th of January 2016. There
is very little media coverage of the NYSA in German media on the 2 January.
According to Factiva, it is mentioned only once in German media between 1-
2 January, while it is mentioned 4 times between 2-3 January. According to
Factiva, 40 media coverage reports in Germany alone exists on the 4 January.
In sum, based on the data from the Google searches and media reporting from
Factiva, it is safe to conclude that the NYSA news coverage, and thus the
public knowledge about the assaults, only became broad public knowledge after
3 January 2016.

12for a comprehensive list of the German media included in Factiva pls. see the online
appendix, Table 6A
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Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the GIP21 sample both for Ger-
many and for Nordrhein-Westfalen. Out of a total of 3198 respondents partic-
ipating in GIP21, 636 respondents in Germany were interviewed between 1-3
January 2016 and N=2562 were interviewed after. As mentioned, these respon-
dents are our untreated baseline group. Their levels of social trust and altruism
were, in other words, measured prior the treatment of the NYSA events, which
here is expected to affect the level of social trust and altruism. As seen in Table
1, the two categories of respondents in Germany, those that were interviewed
before 4 January 2016 and those that were interviewed after 4 January, have
roughly the same average age. Age is here measured by intervals of five years,
commencing from 1935-1939 and ending at 1995-1999, providing 13 categories.
The mean average age for Germany is group 7, which means individuals born
in the interval 1965-1969. The mean age for Nordrhein-Westfalen is group 8,
which means individuals born in the interval between 1970-1974. Furthermore,
as seen in Table 1, females are overrepresented (56 pct.) in the untreated group
for Germany on average.

Table 1 also separately includes the region of Nordrhein-Westfalen, where
Cologne is situated. Recall that Hamburg and Cologne were the cities where the
major assaults took place. However, only 30 respondents were interviewed be-
tween 1-3 January in Schleswig-Holstein/Hamburg, which is too small a group
of respondents to make any proper statistical tests. In Nordrhein-Westfalen,
notwithstanding, where the assaults were greatest, 128 respondents were inter-
viewed in the period prior 4 January, while 503 respondents are in the treatment
group. This is a large enough group to explore the evolution of social trust and
altruism post NYSA. As seen, in the Nordrhein-Westfalen sample, age group
and gender is more balanced (48 pct. of females in the non-treated group and
49 pct. in the non-treated group). Furthermore, the distribution of the depen-
dent variables (i.e. social trust and altruism (general, engagement and money)
is also balanced between the non-treated group and the treatment group both
for the overall German sample and for the Nordrhein-Westfalen sample, albeit
the Nordrhein-Westfalen sample tends to expose on average 1 point more social
trust and altruism (general and engagement), while their donation measuring
altruism money is similar to the German average.

Social trust is measured with the interval survey item: ”Pls. let us know
how much you trust other people. Do you think, in general, most people can
be trusted or that you cannot be careful enough? Pls. let us know on a scale
from 0-10 where 0 means ”You cannot be too careful ” and 10 means ”Most
people can be trusted” 13 As seen, the average level of social trust between
the untreated baseline group and the treatment group is balanced in Germany
between 4.97 for the non-treated average German baseline group and 4.98 for the
treated group. The sample from the region of Nordrhein-Westfalen is similarly
balanced between the treatment group (5.91) and the non-treated group (5.85).

Altruism is measured with three items; altruism in general, altruism with
money and altruism with engagement. Altruism in general is measured on a ten-

13Question BE21095 in German Internet Panel, Welle 21, January 2016
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point likert scale with the following survey item: ”Pls. tell us: how willing are
you to help others without getting anything in return. Pls. let us know from a
scale from 0-10, where 0 is ”not at all ready” and 10 is ”very ready”. 14 Altruism
with money is measured by the amount of money the respondents claimed to be
willing on a charity cause. The following survey item measures it: ”pls. let us
know, if you have 1000 euro, how much are you willing to spend it on a charity
cause? Pls. answer between 0 or 1000 euro”. 15 Lastly, altruism engagement
is measured on a ten-point likert scale with the following survey item: ”please
let us know how well you can identify with the following statement: I cannot
understand why some people devote their whole life to fight for one cause they
do not profit from themselves”. 16

While the survey items all measure altruism, the correlation between the
three measures of altruism is poor. Also, when you include the correlation on
a subset of the German population living in Nordrhein-Westfalen or on women,
which were the main individual targets of the assaults. Table 2A, 3A and 4A in
the Online Appendix report the correlation matrix between altruism (general),
altruism (money) and altruism (engagement) for the total of the German popu-
lation (Table 2A), the subset of the German population living in the Nordrhein-
Westfalen (Table 3A) as well as for women only (Table 4A). Furthermore, the
reliability score between the three items is also poor with an alpha= 0.0106.
Hence, due to the poor correlation between the items, I do not construct a
single altruism index, but include each of the altruism items separately in the
analysis. I discuss the differences between the three items later.

14Question BE21092 in German Internet Panel, Welle 21, January 2016
15Question BE21093 in German Internet Panel, Welle 21, January 2016
16Question Be21094 in German Internet Panel, Welle 21, January 2016
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            Table 1: Descriptive statistics pre and post treatment: Germany and Nordrhein-Westfalen    

  Age groups 

(average) 

Gender 

(% female) 

Social 

trust 

Altruism 

(general)  

Altruism 

(engagement) 

Altruism 

(money) 

n 

Germany  Interview  

1-3 

January 

7.09 (3.11) 56 pct. 4.97 (2.59) 6.39 (2.15) 4.67 (2.79) 133 (165) 636 

 Interview 

post 3 

January 

7.03 (3.09) 50 pct. 4.98 (2.50) 6.71 (2.07) 4.69 (2.90) 142 (173) 2.562 

Nordrhein- 

Westfalen 

Interview 

1-3 

January 

8.09 (3.28) 48 pct.  5.91 (2.41) 7.46 (1.95) 5.59 (2.72) 135 (171) 128 

 Interview 

post 3 

January  

8.19 (3.10) 49 pct.  5.85 (2.43) 7.83 (2.01) 5.81 (2.98) 142 (173) 503 



So do we observe a difference in social trust and altruism in the respondent
groups before and after 4 January? Figure 4-7 show the evolution of the average
level of social trust and altruism on a daily basis calculated from 1 January 2016
to 1 February 2016.

As seen in Figure 4, contrary to our expectations, there is not much fluctua-
tion in the level of social trust around 4 January, where the natural experimental
treatment of NYSA took place. The figure includes both the average level of
social trust in Cologne and the average level of social trust in Germany. Fur-
thermore, Figure 5-7 show the evolution of the average level of altruism between
1 January 2016 and 1 February 2016, measured by the three items described
above. Also here we do not witness any major effect on altruism after 4 January
2016.

When reading the Figure 4-7, one, furthermore, has to be cautious about in-
terpreting on the fluctuations in the end of the survey period. By 25 January 88
pct. of the whole sample was collected, and the numbers of respondents inter-
viewed each day drops to almost half after 12 January 2016. Hence, the major
fluctuations in social trust and altruism witnessed in Figure 4-7 must be cau-
tiously interpreted after 12 January, and due to the low numbers of respondents,
these patterns will not be further investigated in this manuscript.

In brief, Figure 4-7 show little evidence that the level of social trust and
altruism in Germany as a whole nor Cologne as the main city of assaults should
have suffered a decrease due to the NYSA.
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5 Methods and Results
5.1 Estimating the Effect of NYSA through Propensity

Score Matching
As emphasized, treating the NYSA as a natural experiment requires some statis-
tical adjustments. Because the randomization of the experimental treatments is
“as if“ random, and the NYSA events were not allocated by the experimenter,
there are greater chance for natural experiments conducted on observational
data to have observables or unobservables that might intervene with the treat-
ment effect. To adjust for this, I use propensity score matching (PSM) to esti-
mate the treatment effect. However, I deduce the matching covariates step-wise,
by first exploring which covariates that may have an impact on the relationship
between the treatment variable (interview date) and social trust and altruism.

As all dependent variables are interval variables, I use ols regression to ex-
plore the initial relationship between the treatment and social trust and altru-
ism. A simple model (not reported here) consisting only of the effect of the
treatment dummy (i.e. if respondents were interviewed before or after the 4th
of January) on each of the four dependent variables shows that only altruism
(general) is surprisingly positively affected by the NYSA treatment. There is
no significant effect of the NYSA treatment on social trust or the two other
measures of altruism.

While there is a lack of consensus in the applied literature as to how to select
which variables to include in the propensity score model (Austin, 2011: 414),
I include a set of covariates that all prove to have a significant impact on the
relationship between the treatment effect and the four dependent variables (i.e.
social trust, altruism (general), altruism (money) and altruism (engagement))
or atttitudes towards immigration in general (Hainmueller and Hiscox, 2007).
These are reported in Table 7A in the appendix. The first 4 models in Table
7A show the results without German state fixed effects, while model 5-8 include
fixed state effect. Table 7A shows that gender, age (measured as age categories),
and education are relevant to include as matching covariates as they add sig-
nificantly to the explanatory power of the outcomes when the treatment effect
is include. I do not include marriage (measured as a dummy 0=no partner),
household size (measured by numbers of persons in the household) as well as a
dichotomous measure for whether the respondents were occupied or not as these
do not prove consistently strongly significant.

Natural experiments deduce causality the same ways as an ordinary exper-
iment, utilizing Neyman-Rubin’s causal model (RCM). The same causal logic
is behind matching methods. RCM provides the treatment effect. The aver-
age treatment effect (ATE) of treatments like the NYSA is computed by taking
the average of the differences between the observed and potential outcome for
each respondent group. Since the natural experiment here scrutinized does not
provide us with both the observed and potential outcome for each individual
respondent, the ‘fundamental problem of causal inference‘ suggests that mea-
suring causal effects for individual units is impossible. Hence, ATE becomes
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the preferred outcome measure. A related measure to ATE is the average treat-
ment effect of the treated (ATET). ATET is the average effect of the treatment
on those respondents who ultimately received the treatment. In the RCM, the
two measures ATE and ATET would coincide because, due to randomization,
the treated respondent group would not, on average, differ systematically from
the overall population. However, in a natural experiment like the one here
presented, we may run the risk of unobservables might have intervened in the
randomization or allocation of treatment procedure. Hence, the PSM allows us
to estimate the ATET (Imbens, 2004).

Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) define PSM as the conditional probability of
assignment to a treatment given a vector of covariates, including the values of
all treatment confounders (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). The assumption is
that adjusting to the propensity score is enough to remove the base created by
all potential treatment confounds. PSM thus has the advantage of reducing the
dimensionality of matching to a single dimension, which facilitates the matching
process, because units with dissimilar covariates may nevertheless have similar
values in their propensity score (Abadie and Imbens, 2009).

Matching methods rely on a set of assumptions. Most importantly, it as-
sumes that the relevant differences between the treated and the untreated ex-
perimental groups are captured by the observables (Austin, 2011; Morton and
Williams, 2010). It selects from the untreated pool a control group in which
the distribution of observed variables is as similar as possible to the distribution
in the treated group. PSM aims at “balancing” the two experimental groups
on the essential covariates. This way, it is able to eliminate the factors that
might intervene with the treatment effect. However, this might be a too rigid
assumption. While we are able to match the pre-and post-treatment groups on
essential parameters, we are not able to account for all the potential differences.
Here we are restricted by data, which has already been collected. Hence, there
might be unobservables that are not accounted for in the data or do not have
a good enough valid measurement in the data. I touch on these aspects in the
discussion.

I use nearest-neighbor matching (without caliper) on a logit model, matching
each respondent in the treatment group to the untreated nearest respondent
based on a set of observed covariates (i.e. age, gender, education and German
state of residence). I used matching without replacement. Nearly all covariates
are continuous variables, reducing the likelihood of ties. Due to the nature of
the design and data, it inevitably is a between-subject experimental design.

5.2 Results
Recall that I here expect that the NYSA events would have a detrimental impact
on the average German levels of social trust and altruism (H1 and H2) and
in Nordrhein-Westfalen in particular (H3). This is explored empirically using
PSM to establish the ATET between those respondents interviewed between 1-3
January 2016 (the untreated baseline group) and those respondents interviewed
on 4 January 2016 or later. Table 3 below reports the ATET for the German
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average. As seen, while social trust and altruism (money) indeed are negatively
impacted by the NYSA events, this is not to a statistically significant degree as
initially hypothesized. Furthermore, and more interestingly, the two measures
of altruism - altruism (general) and altruism (engagement) - are both positively
affected by the NYSA. In sum, altruism (general) is the only dependent variable
here included that are significantly changed by the NYSA. However, contrary
to what previous research let me to expect, the NYSA actually had a positive
effect on altruism (general), while leaving the levels of social trust and altruism
(money) and altruism (engagement) largely unaffected.

To ensure the robustness of the results, as reported earlier, I ran a simi-
lar more simple analysis, without using PSM, where I regressed the treatment
variable (i.e. the dichotomous variables that indicates if the respondents were
interviewed before or after 4 January 2016) on each of the four dependent vari-
ables. As emphasized, I here reached the same conclusion as with the PSM
results reported in Table 3.

Table 3 shows the results for Nordrhein-Westfalen. As seen, we identify a
similar pattern as with the overall German average. Social trust is negatively
impacted by NYSA, albeit not significantly. However, altruism (money) and
altruism (engagement) are both positively associated with the NYSA. Again,
the effect is not significant. Lastly, and most interestingly, I do not find that
altruism general is significantly and positively associated with the NYSA event
in Nordrhein-Westfalen, contrasting the positive finding for the overall German
sample in Table 2. To ensure the results were not driven by any regional effect,
I conducted OLS on a set of regional dummies, including all German states.
The result is reported in Table 5A in the online appendix. Here we see that the
results were not driven by a regional effect.

Table 2: Predicting the level of social trust, altruism (general, money and
engagement) by NYSA: German average

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Social trust Altruism (gen) Altruism (money) Altruism (engage)

ATET
Interview date -0.0268 0.344∗∗ -0.108 0.144

(-0.18) (2.95) (-0.01) (0.90)
N 3123 3147 3135 3147
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 3: Predicting the level of social trust, altruism (general, money and
engagement) by NYSA: Nordrhein-Westfalen average

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Soc trust Altruism (gen) Altruism (money) Altruism (engage)

ATET
Interview date -0.307 0.197 25.66 0.440

(-1.00) (1.04) (1.30) (1.14)
N 610 617 616 617
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

6 Discussion and Conclusion
Social trust promotes cooperation between individuals (e.g. Fukuyama, 2001),
while altruism facilitates societal cooperation, encompassing support for welfare
state redistribution (e.g. Burgoon, 2014). Hence, if either of these parameters
are challenged by immigration, it has severe consequences for the evolution of
support for the welfare state and redistribution, while it eventually may threaten
the overall legitimacy of democracy.

The New Year’s Eve 2016 assaults of women in Germany were, according to
the German politicians and police, the most severe assault on women on German
soil ever due to its magnitude and geographical spread. When finally debated
and covered in the broader media, it generated an international outcry and
sparkled severe discussions about the viability of the multicultural society many
Western countries faced. Furthermore, the assaults showed a rare high degree
of having a direct policy impact. Within 6 months of the assaults, German rape
and sexual assaults laws had been dramatically tightened due to the events.

This manuscript provides three contributions to the study of the impact of
immigration. First, it shows that the general level of altruism and social trust
is not easily shattered despite a severe immigration-related assault.While the
NYSA did generate an international outcry and initiated policy initiatives in
Germany, this manuscript shows that the assaults did not have any strongly
significant impact on social trust and altruism, at least when it comes to altru-
ism measured on two parameters (money) and (engagement). These findings
are contrary to the initial expectations, based on previous research, where I
indeed expected that social trust and altruism would be negatively affected by
the NYSA. We know, for example, that residential exposure to immigration af-
fect social trust negatively (Dinesen and Mannemar, 2015) and immigration in
general has a negative influence on social trust (Kesler and Bloemraad, 2010).
This analysis surprisingly shows that altruism (general) was actually positively
affected by the NYSA events. As emphasized in the text, one potential ex-
planation on this surprising finding could be the way the altruism (general)
question is framed. Recall that this survey item asks about how willing one
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is to help other people without receiving any favor in return. The item does
not address who this other individual may be and does not associate the survey
question with immigration. Hence, it is reasonable to think that respondents
may actually have thought about the NYSA victims when answering the survey
item, and did not take it as a more general statement. Furthermore, the en-
hanced level of altruism could be interpreted as a “rally around the flag” effect.
As seen in other studies, terrorist attacks and similarly violent events tend to
have a supporting effect for the national institutions (Dinesen and Jaeger, 2013;
Laustesen et al., 2016). Notwithstanding, the ambiguity of the interpretation of
the survey question leaves us incapable of drawing a clear conclusion. Hence, I
would be careful to conclude that the positive finding of altruism when exposed
to the NYSA treatment means that a negative cultural clash with an immigrant
population may in the future increase the average level of altruism. What is
important to take away from this study is thus the fact that altruism, measured
on two parameters, and social trust are not affected by the NYSA events, and
that altruism in general was actually positively associated with the events. This
is the main conclusion, which is surprising, because we did expect a negative
impact of the NYSA on both social trust and altruism.

Second, the manuscript sheds light on how immigration impacts the receiv-
ing society. More precisely, it explores how much impact a severe negative major
event of multi-cultural clash (i.e. a black swan) within a society has on the gen-
eral levels of social trust and altruism. This way, it provides a new contribution
to the study of non-Western immigration and its impact in the Western world.
Where we know from previous studies that indeed immigrant settlements in the
Western societies tend to decrease the level of social trust (e.g. Delhey and
Newton, 2003) and altruism (e.g. Burgoon, 2014), we did not know, until this
study, if these effects were long-term effects generated over a broad time span
or if particular events, like the NYSA for example, may trigger the downward
vicious circle to move significantly faster. Furthermore, it is salient to point out
that there were no particular local or regional effect driving the results. On the
basis of previous research (Gates and Justesen, 2016), I expect that the region
where the assaults took place (i.e. Nordrhein-Westfalen) would show stronger
treatment effects. However, the findings did not support this expectation.

Lastly, since the design is a natural experiment, we are able to place a causal
arrow. We are, in other words, able to say if the NYSA caused decreased altru-
ism and social trust and not just state simple association between the assaults
and social trust and altruism. However, natural experiments are not without
flaws (e.g. for more about the natural experiments see Dunning, 2008; Sekhon
and Titiunik, 2012; Sekhon, 2009). As emphasized in an earlier section, with
a natural experiment we need to justify to a larger extent than with labora-
tory experiments that indeed the treatment was randomly allocated just like
we have to make a strong case for the fact that the treatment allocation was
indeed received by the respondents. To remedy these shortcomings, I here pro-
vided Google search results to show the exploding interest in searches on the
Cologne assaults around 4 January, which became the critical date, dividing the
untreated baseline group with the treatment group. Factiva search results on
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the news coverage supported the Google findings. Furthermore, I used PSM to
approximate the “as if“ randomization by condition the study on observed vari-
ables that were salient when generating altruism, and particular social trust.
Yet, PSM cannot account for potential unobservable confounders that might
influence the results. In brief, natural experiments are inherently observational
studies, and thus come with the same limitations as other observational studies.
One way to remedy these shortcomings is to place closer attention to the treat-
ment and control group in natural experiments, and more thoroughly adjust for
covariates that may be appear as unobservable confounders as a complementary
strategy to design sensitivity analysis of the natural experimental design (e.g.
Sekhonn and Titiunik, 2002: 54).

We do not live in a world of bell-curved distributions of probability and
outcomes. Black swans occure, also in politics, and they tend to have a severe
impact (Jervis, 2009: 477). The social world is nonlinear and research is often
unable to predict drastic events, like the NYSA. While Taleb (2007) emphasises
that generally people do not understand the significance of black swans nor
prepare for them, this manuscript shows that indeed the NYSA as black swan
did not have an immediate effect on profound societal characteristics like social
trust and altruism. However, black swans are not only characterized as being
outliers of the realm of regularity and regular expectations. They are also
perceived through their extreme impact (Taleb cited in Jervis, 2007, p. 481).
This manuscript has investigated the role of NYSA in a short-term perspective.
What remains to be explored is the impact of the NYSA on long-term policy
impact and political events in Germany. While the NYSA had direct policy
impact on, for example, strengtening the sexual violation laws in Germany, it
remains to be investigated to what extent the events had a longterm impact,
in conjunction with other factors and events, on societal characteristics like
social trust and altruism. As said, this manuscript only shows the immediate
short-term consequences of NYSA. However, as studies become longitudinal,
we are increasingly limited by exploring the impact of one particular factor or
event. Other events and factors, which might be other black swans but also
just regular every day anticipated changes, most definitely will occure that will
contaminate the ”pure” impact of one particular event. In sum, what we know
from this analysis is the short-term efffect of NYSA. More research needs to be
done to estimate the long-term consequences also for the levels of social trust
and altruism.

While immigration from third world non-western countries continues to im-
pose one of the greatest challenges to Europe and the US, we need to look more
sufficiently into which particular events or evolutions that are critical junctures
and impose a threat to salient societal lubricates like social trust and altru-
ism. This study has shown that indeed sole events, despite their magnitude and
apparent severity, may not expose a strong immediate danger to the erosion
of social trust and altruism, suggesting that it is the evolution of immigration
over time as a whole, rather the single events connected with the challenges of
immigration, that may impact essential societal features like social trust and al-
truism. However, this is not to downplay the importance of single events. They
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may, if they occur repeatedly over time, cause a gradual detrimental effect on
social trust and altruism, which is a long-term consequence that could not be
captured with data and the design investigated in this manuscript.
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Table 1A: German states included in the study 

  

 

 

 

German State     (observations) 

 

Schleswig-Holstein/Hamburg                   30 

Niedersachsen/Bremen 59 

Nordrhein-Westfalen 128 

Hessen 51 

Rheinland-Pfalz/Saarland 41 

Baden-Württemberg 103 

Bayern 113 

Berlin/Brandenburg 40 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 11 

Sachsen 33 

Sachsen-Anhalt 18 

Thüringen 9 

Schleswig-Holstein/Hamburg 118 

Niedersachsen/Bremen 248 

Nordrhein-Westfalen 503 

Hessen 201 

Rheinland-Pfalz/Saarland 152 

Baden-Württemberg 366 

Bayern 418 

Berlin/Brandenburg 191 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 64 

Sachsen 164 

Sachsen-Anhalt 53 

Thüringen 84 



Table 2A: Correlation matrix of altruism (general, money and engagement): Germany   

 

 

 

(n=3.143) 

 

Table 3A: Correlation matrix between altruism (general, money and engagement): Nordrhein-

Westfalen 

 Altruism (general) Altruism (money) Altruism (engagement) 

Altruism (general)  1.00   

Altruism (money) 0.2106 1.00  

Altruism (engagement) -0.0470 -0.1000 1.00 

(n=622) 

 

Table 4A: Correlation matrix between altruism (general, money and engagement): Women 

 Altruism (general) Altruism (money) Altruism (engagement) 

Altruism (general)  1.00   

Altruism (money) 0.2283 1.00  

Altruism (engagement) 0.0074 -0.0223 1.00 

(n=1.539) 

 

 

 Altruism (general) Altruism (money) Altruism (engagement) 

Altruism (general)  1.00   

Altruism (money) 0.2383 1.00  

Altruism (engagement) 0.0259 -0.0379 1.00 



Table 5A: Social trust and altruism (general, money and engagement) predicted by interview date: 

all German states  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

VARIABLES Social Trust Altruism 

(General) 

Altruism  

(Money)  

Altruism 

(Engagement) 

     

Interview date*  -0.407 0.0692 45.01 -0.384 

 (0.504) (0.427) (35.15) (0.589) 

German states      

Niedersachsen/Bremen -0.671 0.426 40.79 0.0119 

 (0.552) (0.469) (38.48) (0.646) 

Nordrhein-Westfalen -0.521 0.0943 36.28 -0.106 

 (0.500) (0.423) (34.81) (0.584) 

Hessen -0.923 0.133 8.933 0.100 

 (0.570) (0.482) (39.63) (0.665) 

Rheinland-Pfalz/Saarland -0.408 0.389 60.17 0.129 

 (0.594) (0.501) (41.23) (0.692) 

Baden-Württemberg -0.161 -0.211 30.52 0.135 

 (0.510) (0.433) (35.60) (0.598) 

Bayern -0.0673 0.0351 50.44 0.0699 

 (0.506) (0.429) (35.31) (0.592) 

Berlin/Brandenburg -0.203 -0.267 39.88 -0.200 

 (0.598) (0.504) (41.44) (0.696) 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern -0.161 0.0879 33.45 -0.155 

 (0.867) (0.735) (60.48) (1.015) 

Sachsen -1.403** -0.367 61.48 -0.821 

 (0.621) (0.526) (43.29) (0.727) 

Sachsen-Anhalt -0.878 -0.200 -10.14 0.0778 

 (0.734) (0.622) (51.16) (0.859) 

Thüringen -2.878*** -0.478 -75.59 -0.144 

 (0.935) (0.793) (65.22) (1.095) 

 (0.949) (0.804) (66.18) (1.111) 

Constant 5.433*** 6.367*** 98.37*** 4.700*** 

 (0.449) (0.381) (31.33) (0.526) 

     

Observations 3,134 3,158 3,146 3,158 

R-squared 0.017 0.012 0.008 0.004 

Notes: standard error in parentheses.*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. Reference category for state (0=Schleswig-

Holstein/Hamburg).  Interview date is a dichotomous variable (0=respondents interviewed at 3 January 2016 

or before (N=636); 1=respondents interviewed between 4 January- 1 February 2016 (N=2562)).   

 



Table 6A: List of German Media included in Factiva Searches 

Media    

ARD Transkripte Germany   Peiner Allgemeine Zeitung Online  

ZDF Transkripte Germany  Passauer Neue Presse  

n-tv Transkripte  Prosieben Transkripte  

Spiegel Online  3Sat Transkripte  

Deutschlandfunk Transkripte  Schaumburger Nachrichten Online  

N24 Transkripte Germany  Stuttgarter Nachrichten  

Süddeutsche Zeitung  Süddeutsche Zeitung Online  

Hamburger Abendblatt Online  Wolfsburger Allgemeine Online  

Die Zeit   

Handelsblatt   

Stuttgarter Zeitung   

Taz – die tageszeitung   

Aachener Nachrichten   

Aachener Zeitung   

Arte Transkripte   

Giessener Anzeiger   

General Anzeiger   

Göttinger Tageblatt   

Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung Online   

Neue Westfälische   

Oberhessische Press Online   

Ostsee-Zeitung   
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